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WRAPPING UP A GREAT 2ND YEAR
Moments to Remember
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More to come.
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without YIS, I probably never
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would have found. I cannot
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the Girl Scouts of America in

express how much you have

country-wide tour to attend most

California for six years. She is also

done for us without even

of them, and was so impressed
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noticing! If you ever need
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be happy to help. I believe there
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profit experience, education
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candidate because of her non-

that
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The Stock Pitch

We had a great quarter of

Competition is

fundraising. This quarter we

program and find a love for

daunting for many students, and

received $21k in donations.

stocks and investing like I did!”

we didn’t get as much follow

Thank you! The big milestone was

through in some cases as we

that the CFA Institute agreed to

from a kid as inspiring as Michael,

would have liked. For example,

sponsor the YIS Global Stock Pitch
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60 teams registered but only 34

Competition, which included
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can do better to motivate and
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support teachers and kids across
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YIS is the State & Global Stock

the finish line. Which brings us to

caliber of a program that can
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the next point…
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had 34 teams participate from 11
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such as the CFA Institute to

Wow! After a letter like that,

The culmination of the year for

schools. We held statewide
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support us. It symbolizes that we

competitions in Massachusetts,

YIS this quarter was the hiring of

are ready to begin attracting

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and

our first full-time employee,

corporate donations and I

Southern California with online

Christine Tobin. After an

believe it is the start of much

participants in Hawaii and Hong

extensive search by the Selection

more to come.

Kong. The winners of each of

Committee (thanks Jane, Manny,
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Ben, Dave and Lee!), huge

Johnson also completed one

competed in the Global Finals

demand and over 400 applicants

more grant submission during the

was broadcast live on YouTube.

we found the perfect fit in

quarter to US Bank. I expect to

Overall, it was a fantastic

Christine to run the day-to-day

have many more grant

success and was an impressive

operations of YIS as the COO.
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capstone of how much YIS kids
learned during the year. It was a

Christine joins YIS from the nonprofit Project Heal where she was

Our grant writer, Robert

completed in upcoming quarters.
I strongly believe YIS meets the
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need of three key areas that

Overall, it’s clear that students

summer, and is due a break! I

appeal to donors: education,

and teachers love our program.

want to congratulate her and

financial literacy, and teens, and

YIS graduates are loyal and

thank her for all of her efforts over

we do it through a program that

eager to stay involved! But there

these past two years. Her impact

“teaches a man to fish” rather

is still much to improve. I want to

has been tremendous!

than just giving them a fish.

better empower our committees

Conclusion

Looking Forward

to be able to reflect on the year,

What an amazing year! After

recognize our gaps and find ways

the busy month we all had during

big one for YIS! I believe it is our

that we can improve the

May, it’s nice to take a breather

most important yet and will

curriculum, the teacher support,

and regroup. I’m looking forward

determine our long term success.

the fundraising efforts, and the

to annual onsite this week as a

Last year brought us to Mark

ability to scale.

time to reflect, to brainstorm and

Cuban. Where will this year

Board Members

to prepare to take YIS to the next

This next year is going to be a

lead? (Mr. Buffett? :))

It’s so inspiring to see the team

We’ve learned a lot after our

at YIS continue to grow and

level!
Here’s to another great year!

first two years, and I look forward

thrive. I think our board of

to receiving more feedback

directors and talented volunteers

during the onsite and upcoming

are second to none. You’ve

calls. Making our first hire was a

seen some new faces attending

gut check of how committed we

calls and the annual onsite. It’s a

are to YIS. It was literally putting
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our money where our mouth was.

outpouring of emails I have

Name: Scott Caratozzolo

But after
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all of the
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positive
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feedback,

School: Sussex Tech, NJ

people who

Online Rank: 4/401 students

hear about YIS
and are

PROGRAM AND FIND A LOVE

interested in

results and
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volunteering.
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financial

(MICHAEL ANALORO, BROCKTON HS)

education

- James

received from

amazing
lack of

Truly awesome job everyone.

This quarter

Last Stock Pitched: Ciena
Corporation
Rationale: “They are extremely
undersold, have good
fundamental numbers, and
report on the 8th.”

we announce
that Valerie

programs in schools, how could

Anderson will step down from

we not invest?!

being an official board member.
Valerie is having her first child this

MISSION: THE YOUNG INVESTORS SOCIETY IS DEDICATED TO PREPARING THE NEXT GENERATION OF
INVESTORS. ITS MISSION IS TO INSPIRE YOUTH TO BE OUTSTANDING INVESTORS – INVESTORS IN
COMPANIES, INVESTORS IN THEIR COMMUNITIES AND INVESTORS IN THEMSELVES.

